
+Let's travel Japan by train - How to use the Seishun 18 ticket- 

 

 When you hear someone say Once hearing “Japan,” what do you imagine? You might imagine Mt. 

Fuji, cherry blossoms, crowded Tokyo and so on. But there is more to you can't talk about Japan 

than only this. only by that.  There are also many other mountains, which are as beautiful or more 

beautiful than Mt.Fuji, many other flower blossoms, which are as more beautiful or more beautiful  

blossoms than cherry blossoms, and many quiet, friendly, small towns.  We would like you to 

understand and appreciate more about Japan by seeing it with looking at by your own eyes. People 

might say "But how can I do that?" "It is expensive to travel to so around many places, isn't it?" 

"Even if there is a cheap way to travel, isn’t it  It seems to be complicated and troublesome to buy 

tickets?."  

However Well, you can get the a very convenient and cheap train ticket, by which will make your 

travel becomes simpler and price is cheap. er than any other trains. It This ticket is called Seishun 

18 ticket (Kippu). 

 

1. What is Seishun 18 ticket? 

 The Seishun 18 ticket allows is the ticket by which you to can take all JR line trains of J Japan as 

often much as you like. There are no age y don't have restrictions on age and they can be used by 

anyone. 

 

[You may want to explain “JR line trains of J Japan.”…  I do not know what this means.] 

 

However, The There are some  following is the restrictions 

(1)  You can use the tickets only for 

*local train(futsuura),  limited express train(kaisoku), overnight train(yakou) 

*cannot use  for:: express train(kyuukou), special express train(tokkyuu), 

 Shinkansen（bullet train） 

The main mode of transportation available to you can travel by with this ticket  are is the  local 

trains, which stops at every station. So it can takes a lot of time to get to your final destination. 

move.  For example from Tokyo to Osaka by  

Shinkansen, it takes is about 3 hours (13,700Yen) but using this ticket on a local train (2,300yen) 

it takes is about 10 hours. 

Most of the local trains are is daytime trains, but there are some limited express overnight 



trains(yakoukisoku). It is a very good idea to use these is overnight night trains for a long distance 

journeys, 

 

(2)Price:     11,500yen (one set of five tickets)  

One ticket is only 2,300 Yen and with this by one ticket you can ride all the local and limited 

express trains for 24 ohours.  So with if you use one set of five tickets you can ride any of these as 

many trains as possible for 5 days for only 11,500 yen . 

For 11,500 Yen. 

Compared with the normal price, this it is much cheaper.  

For example, the normal ticket price from Tokyo to Hakata (1,175km, 20hours) is 13,440Yen. 

Yen.. If you use this ticket you can get to Hakata only by 2,300 . If you use the Seishun 18 this 

ticket you can get to Hakata for only by 2,300 yen and en route, you will see lots of many different 

scenery, and you will have interesting experiences and you might make good friends. 

 

(3)It is a seasonal ticket sold for school vacations 

 spring:sale :period  Feb.20th~Mar.31th 

                    valid for : Mar.1st~Apr.10th 

 summer: sale period  Jul.20th~Agu.31th 

                    valid for Jul.20th~Sep.10th 

 winter: sale period   Dec.1st~Jan.20th 

                    valid for : Dec.20th~Jan.20th 

  

(4)How to purchase.get       These tickets can be purchased at the main station of the JR line and at 

every travel agency in Japan. 

                      

 (5) Other limits    'One day'  is counted from 0 a.m. to midnight of next day.  

                   It is possible to share them with your friends.  

                  For example, five people can use a set of Seishun 18 kippu for a day, or two people can 

use five days using two sets for 5 days.  [In the latter example, they are not sharing, are they?  Each 

person has a set, right?] 

The is ticket sets cannot be separated, so you always have to use the same 

 train  as with your friend when sharing, though. 

If you use even only one ticket, the remainder of the set it is not refundable. 



 

: 

2. Merit and demerit 

☆Merits  

1. the price is very cheap 

2. JR line is seems to be a major transport system in Japan, so wherever you want to go in Japan, 

you can use Seishun 18 kippu. 

3. The non-express (local)  train which stops at all the stations will can help you relax you and give 

provide you with interesting and unusual experiences in an otherwise the hectic and busy days 

world. 

4. In the train, you have a lot of chances to meet other travelers. 

 

★Demerits 

１． Because the train stops at every station, it takes a lot more time to get to the destination 

than other trains.  

２． Consequently you may have too much time in the train and some of you might get will be 

bored and exhausted. 

 

Travel ing by Seishun 18 Kippu is very popular for Japanese students. We Japanese also want to 

enjoy sightseeing in Japan.  We traveled last summer using only with Seishun 18 Kippu. 

We will introduce our travel last year. 

 

The Case of Kohei Miyaguchi 

 

1st day  Chiba(22:00) → Tokyo(23:00)  →night express→  
 
2nd day →  Ogaki(6:00)  → Kyoto(8:00)   Kyoto sightseeing all day 
 
3rd day  Kyoto(9:00)  → Osaka 10:00)       Osaka sightseeing all day 
 
4th day  Osaka(9:00)  → Kyoto(10:00)       All day at leisure in Kyoto 
 
5th day   Kyoto(12:00)  → Tokyo(22:00)  → Chiba(23:00) 

 

 



Hello! My name is Kkohei Miyaguchi. I live in Chiba,  that which is very close to Tokyo. 

Last summer I traveled to Kyoto, and Osaka with my friends using with Seishun 18 Kippu.  

We traveled for 4 days.  All of us are gourmet eaters, so the theme of this trip was is 'exploring any 

delicious meals '. 

We bought Seishun 18 Kippu a the day before our departure. 

We took the night train named 'Moonlight Nagaru'.  

Although the train is the night train, there were was no sleeping berths in the coach. 

We had to sleep in on normal seats. Frankly speaking we could not sleep well.  But, once then we 

felt and realized that we were actually traveling, .  we We enjoyed the process of moving on. 

The 1st day the train left Tokyo at 23:00, and arrived at Ogaki at 6am the following 2nd morning. 

Then we changed the trains and in about 2 hours later we arrived in got to Kyoto. that morning. 

We strolled around the town all day. The street and the houses are very old and beautiful in Kyoto, 

which is the ancient capital of Japan. It is a the popular city for foreign tourists. It is also a very 

special place for Japanese people.  It reminds us of the good old Japan and it is the hometown for of 

all the Japanese people. 

The 3rd day we went to Osaka. It only tool takes 40 minutes to get from Kyoto to Osaka. Osaka is 

the second largest city in Japan. Osaka is very well known not only for its as a big size, but also for 

its as very good food. 

I recommend to you to eat Takoyaki, and Okonomiyaki, , which is a kind of pancake you cook and 

serve yourselves. We stayed overnight there.   The 4th day we spent all day in Kyoto.  

The 5th day, (the ticket is valid only for 5 days) We left Kyoto at noon and arrived in at Tokyo 

Kyoto at 22:00 and finally got to Chiba at 23:00. It took more than 10 hours by local train, enjoying 

the scenery en route from the window in the daylight, because on our way we took the night train 

and could not see the scenery en route. Since we took the night train to Kyoko, it was too dark to 

see anything.  But returning to Chiba during the daylight, we were able to enjoy the scenery from 

the windows.  If you take the bullet train it only takes 3 hours from Osaka to Tokyo, but then the 

one way ticket is 20,000Yen.  Our ticket was only is 11,500 Yen valid for 5 days. only by use of 

local train.  

For meals while you are traveling on the train, you can have delicious, but cheap soba  (buckwheat 

noodle) at the soba stand on the plat form. It costs is about 300yen or 3 dollars. 

The total cost of my All the expenses of the trip was are about 30,000yen or 300 dollars.  

The wage of my part time job is enough to pay this expense. (Average salary for a student 

part-timer is around 800 Yen to 1,000 Yen per hour.)  If we consider that we had many enough 



delicious meals and we were able to travel when we wanted and where we wanted enjoyed 

traveling as we like, the cost was is very cheap and the trip trap was is more than worth the money 

we spent. 

Please plan your special trip and travel all over Japan with Seishun 18 Kippu and let me know  

About your trip 

 

The Case of Makoto Miyahara 

 

 

1st day  Chiba(5:00)→ Tokyo(6:00) →Sendai(14:00) →Hachinohe(21:00) 
2nd day  Hachinohe87:00) →Hakodate(11:00) →Muroran(21:00) 
3rd day   Muroran(8:00) →Tomakomai(10:00) →Farm Visit→Sapporo(18:00) 
4th day   Sapporo(23:00) →The rapid night train→Hakodate(6:00) →Sendai(21:00) 
5th day  Sendai(9:00) →Tokyo(17:00) →Chiba(18:00) 

 

Hello! My name is Miyahara.  I live in Chiba, too. Last summer, I suddenly I felt like travelling by 

train.  From my childhood I have always longed to for traveling by train,  

So I decided to go to Hokkaido by myself. Hokkaido is the biggest island on the north end side of 

Japan.  Hokkaido is known for having with a lot of wild nature. The vast wilderness of Hokkaido 

has always been enchanted enchanting to the young people of urban Japan. 

I traveled for 5 days. 

The 1st day at 5:00, I took the train near my home, reading books, looking at the scenery, sleeping, 

not doing anything important things, just passing time. By the end of the day, I reached Hachinohe, 

which is still in mainland Japan. 

The 2nd day, I took rode in the rapid train "Kaikyou".,  We came got out of the Seikan tunnel (it is 

an under sea under-sea tunnel), and there was is Hokkaido!  It was a little after 21:00. The 3rd day, 

and the 4th day, I visited many towns in Hokkaido. 

I was most impressed by the far4m of racehorse farms.  I saw met the horses that were champions 

a star in the Horse Park at one time. once.  In Hokkaido there are many farms like this. I stayed at a 

Youth Hostel. So the cost was very cheap.  But it is pity that my the schedule was very tight.  I tried 

to see and do too much.traveled too busily.  If I had more plenty of time, I would have could 

stopped at many more towns and relaxed more. From my experience, I would strongly like to 

recommend to you to plan a more relaxed trip. so that you could stop over at any station you feel 



like to see.  a longer, more leisurely trip.

 

Conclusion

If you ever come to Japan, please visit not only large cities, but also small local towns and take time 

If you take a slow and leisurely trip, Then .  

 

Seishun 18 Kippu make you realizes  cheap and comfortable  

 

versity of International Studies 

 

 

Links: 

 

http://www.geocities.com/TheTropics/Cove/5750/local.html#18kippu

*JR East (JR Higashinihon) 

JR: 

 

JNTO

http://www.jnto.go.jp/tips/practical5.html 


